SOLID FLUSH DOOR IS INSULATED WITH POLYSOCYANURATE RIGID FOAM (TYP.)

PAIR DOOR OPENING
FL-400-S1-LOUVER

SOLID FLUSH DOOR IS INSULATED WITH POLYSOCYANURATE RIGID FOAM (TYP.)
FL-400-S1-LOUVER

SOLID FLUSH DOOR IS INSULATED WITH POLYISOCYANURATE RIGID FOAM (TYP.)
FL-400-VL4 IS INSULATED WITH POLYISOCYANurate RIGID FOam (TYP.)
FLUSH DOORS ARE INSULATED WITH POLYISOCYANURATE RIGID FOAM (TYP.)
FLUSH DOORS ARE INSULATED WITH POLYISOYANURATE RIGID FOAM (TYP.)
FL-400-S-SG

FL-400-VL4 IS INSULATED WITH POLYISOXYANURATE RIGID FOAM (TYP.)
FL-400-SG3
FLUSH DOORS ARE INSULATED WITH POLYISOCYANurate RIGID FOAM (TYP.)
FLUSH DOORS ARE INSULATED WITH POLYISOCYANURATE RIGID FOAM (TYP.)
FLUSH DOORS ARE INSULATED WITH POLYISOXYANURATE RIGID FOAM (TYP.)
FL-400-HG - DUTCH DOOR

FLUSH DOORS ARE INSULATED WITH POLYISOCYANURATE RIGID FOAM (TYP.)
FL-400-S-HG - DUTCH DOOR

FLUSH DOORS ARE INSULATED WITH POLYSYOCYANURATE RIGID FOAM (TYP.)
FL-400-HG-LOUVER

FLUSH DOOR IS INSULATED WITH POLYISOCYANURATE RIGID FOAM (TYP.)

1/4" GLASS

GLASS OPENING

DOOR WIDTH

HEAD HEIGHT

GLASS OPENING

1/2" IN. GLASS

L/H FRAME

DOOR HEIGHT

L/H FRAME

BASE HEIGHT

LOWER OPENING

LOWER OPENING

FLUSH DOOR IS INSULATED WITH POLYISOCYANURATE RIGID FOAM (TYP.)

1/4" GLASS

GLASS OPENING

PAIR DOOR OPENING
FLUSH DOORS ARE INSULATED WITH POLYISOCYANURATE RIGID FOAM (TYP.)
FLUSH DOORS ARE INSULATED WITH POLYISOCYANURATE RIGID FOAM (TYP.)